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Response to name (RTN) is an early developmental milestone, deficits in which are associated
with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). This study extends previous research by evaluating an
assessment and treatment model for RTN with 13 children with ASD. For all participants,
phase 1 was a naturalistic social baseline. The 9 children who did not meet mastery criteria in
phase 1 underwent a series of treatment conditions in phase 2. In phase 3, treatment compo-
nents were removed, and generalization was assessed. Results indicated that tangible reinforce-
ment procedures can produce rapid increases in discriminated RTN, sometimes without
prompts. The total number of trials to mastery were reduced in the current study relative to pre-
vious research. Results also provide preliminary evidence to suggest that the phase 1 baseline
condition may produce distinct patterns of RTN that could be used to predict treatment effects
and further reduce trials to mastery in future work.
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Response to name (RTN) is a developmental
milestone that is typically established during the
first year of life (Gerber et al., 2010; Shelov &
Altmann, 2009; Thomas et al., 2019). Deficits
or delays in RTN are associated with a variety of
developmental delays, especially autism spec-
trum disorder (ASD; Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention, 2015; Miller et al.,
2017; Nadig et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2018).
RTN is therefore included among many diag-
nostic criteria (Bryson et al., 2008; Lord et al.,
2000; Lord et al., 1994; Robins et al., 2001)
and early behavioral intervention curricula
(e.g., Barbera, 2007; Maurice et al., 1996; Rog-
ers & Dawson, 2010; Sundberg, 2008;
Sundberg & Partington, 1998) for children
with ASD. Despite the decades-long presence of
RTN in intervention curricula, research on spe-
cific behavioral treatments for RTN in children
with ASD has only recently emerged. Recent
studies have demonstrated that it is possible to
increase RTN for children with ASD using
prompting and reinforcement strategies, with
tangible reinforcement required in most cases
(Conine et al., 2019; Cook et al., 2017; Rapp
et al., 2019).
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However, the exact intervention components
required to increase RTN to mastery levels in
this population have varied substantially across
studies. A number of idiosyncratic intervention
components have been necessary with individual
participants, such as: prompts to remain seated
(Rapp et al., 2019), modified prompts and
prompt-fading strategies (Conine et al., 2019;
Rapp et al., 2019), reinforcer variation (Conine
et al., 2019; Cook et al., 2017; Rapp et al.,
2019) and interruption of toy play or stereotypy
(Conine et al., 2019). Perhaps as a result, the
total number of treatment trials to mastery has
varied widely across participants in previous
studies, from as few as 130 trials to as many as
1720 trials (Cook et al., 2017). Given the
importance often attributed to RTN as a critical
target for early intervention (e.g., Miller et al.,
2017), and given the costs associated with inten-
sive behavioral interventions (Chasson et al.,
2007; Jacobson et al., 1998), it remains neces-
sary to develop RTN interventions that are more
efficient for a greater number of learners.
One way to make treatment more efficient

may be to identify the treatment components
associated with the greatest likelihood of success
in previous research. All three previous studies
on increasing RTN for children with ASD have
taken a progressive approach to introducing
treatment components, starting with the most
naturalistic or least intrusive treatment compo-
nents and adding more intrusive or less natural-
istic ones only when necessary (Conine et al.,
2019; Cook et al., 2017; Rapp et al., 2019). In
all three studies, the first tangible reinforcers
evaluated were edible items. For many of the
lengthier treatment cases, it was necessary to use
other tangible reinforcers (e.g., toys, videos)
instead of or in addition to the edibles. Thus,
one strategy for reducing total trials-to-mastery
may be to conduct thorough preference assess-
ments at the start of intervention to identify all
potential reinforcers, rather than arbitrarily
using only edible items (Conine & Vollmer,
2019). A second lesson that may be learned

from previous research is that if treatment is not
effective after prompts and reinforcement for
RTN are initiated, changes to reinforcement
contingencies (e.g., reinforcer magnitude, inter-
rupting access to competing reinforcement) may
have a greater likelihood of success than changes
to prompt-fading procedures (Conine et al.,
2019). Thus, two changes seem likely to reduce
overall trials-to-mastery: a) identifying potent
reinforcers from the outset, and b) attempting
reinforcement-based changes “earlier” than in
previous treatment models.
In addition to the above changes, it may be

possible to further reduce trials-to-mastery by
arranging baseline as a screening assessment to
predict the treatment condition that is most
likely to be effective for each child on an indi-
vidual basis. Such an approach is analogous to
efforts made in the research literature on reduc-
ing problem behavior (Hagopian et al., 2015;
Querim et al., 2013). To do this, an appropri-
ate baseline condition must be selected, ideally
one that captures RTN in a steady and natural
state, before intervention. However, the no-
consequence baseline used by Conine et al.
(2019) produced some patterns consistent with
extinction, and the contingent praise baseline
used by Cook et al. (2017) and Rapp et al.
(2019) produced some patterns of acquisition.
Thus, the social condition used in Conine
et al., in which naturalistic social comments
were delivered contingent on RTN, may be the
best suited for use as a preintervention screen-
ing to predict treatment effectiveness. However,
that condition has never been evaluated as an
initial baseline; it was implemented only after
the no-consequence baseline in Conine et al.
Thus, in the current study we piloted the use
of this social condition as an initial baseline for
all participants. To do so, we recruited children
with ASD, with and without reported deficits
in RTN. If this social condition is a valid base-
line for RTN, it should capture steady-state,
mastery-level RTN during the initial baseline
with children who do not need intervention.
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Furthermore, we evaluated whether other, non-
mastery patterns of RTN observed in that con-
dition would have predictive utility in
determining treatment effects.
Finally, previous studies have extended the

generality of RTN treatment by thinning rein-
forcement schedules after mastery and probing
for generalization across people and settings
(Conine et al., 2019; Cook et al., 2017; Rapp
et al., 2019). It may also be possible to improve
the efficiency of these parts of treatment. For
example, all studies have conducted schedule
thinning in an iterative manner (e.g., FR1, FR2,
VR3, etc.) and Conine et al. (2019) conducted
separate generalization probes across multiple
contextual variables. A terminal probe design
(e.g., LeBlanc et al., 2001; Slocum et al., 2018)
may permit some schedule thinning steps to be
skipped, and generalization probes may be fur-
ther abbreviated by combining multiple contex-
tual variables (e.g., people, location, distance)
into a single probe condition.
Thus, the purpose of the current study was to

improve the overall efficiency of treatments to
increase RTN for children with ASD in three
main ways. First, we modified the general treat-
ment model used in previous studies to incorpo-
rate a thorough preintervention preference
assessment and to focus on the treatment com-
ponents that have been the most successful in
previous studies. Second, we used the social
condition from Conine et al. (2019) as an initial
baseline and tested the utility of that condition
as a screening to predict the treatment condition
that is most likely to be effective on an individ-
ual basis. Third, we aimed to abbreviate treat-
ment generalization by using a singular probe
condition and a terminal probe design.

Method

Participants, Materials, and General
Setting
Thirteen children with ASD participated in

the current study: six females and seven males,

between the ages of 3 and 11 years. Participant
pseudonyms and demographic information are
listed in the first three columns of Table 1. All
participants were recruited from one of multi-
ple clinics providing applied behavior analysis
(ABA) services to children with ASD. To evalu-
ate the social condition from Conine et al.
(2019) as a naturalistic baseline, we aimed to
assess a wide variety of children with ASD who
did and did not require intervention. Thus,
only eight of the 13 participants (Felicity, Jack-
son, Chloe, Kayla, Lucas, Lucian, Lydia, and
Salvador) were referred to the study based on
deficits in RTN reported by their Board Certi-
fied Behavior Analysts® (BCBAs). The
remaining five participants were recruited for
other reasons. Vera was recruited because her
twin brother, Lucas, was recruited as described
above. Bethany and Beckham were recruited as
a means of assessing long-term RTN mainte-
nance after their participation in Conine et al.
(2019). Daniel and Ned were referred to the
study because their BCBAs reported general
deficits in attention and compliance and were
interested in an assessment to determine if
RTN merited intervention in pursuit of those
broader behavioral goals.
Experimenters used a timer, pen, paper, and

video camera to record data during sessions. All
sessions were conducted at the clinic that each
participant regularly attended, in one of two
settings, termed the generalization environment
and the session room. These settings are
described in greater detail in the sections
below.

Response Measurement
Data were collected on a trial-by-trial basis.

The primary dependent variables were RTN
and response to other names (RTO), as in
Conine et al. (2019). RTN was defined as the
participant looking at the experimenter’s eye
region for any duration within 5 s of the exper-
imenter saying the participant’s name. The
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experimenter’s eye region included any part of
the experimenter’s face located vertically
between the bottom of the nose and the top of
the eyebrows, and horizontally between the
outside corners of either eye. RTO was defined
as the participant looking at the experimenter’s
eye region within 5 s of the experimenter say-
ing any name other than the participant’s
name. As with RTN, any duration of RTO
was scored. In some treatment conditions, data
were also collected on prompted RTN. The def-
inition for prompted RTN was the participant
looking at the experimenter’s eye region within
5 s of the experimenter saying the participant’s
name and delivering a prompt (described in
Conditions below).

Experimental Design
The study progressed through three phases:

screening (Phase 1), treatment (Phase 2), and
generality (Phase 3). In all three phases, a mul-
tielement design was used in which differential
contingencies were programmed for RTN and
RTO (Conine et al., 2019). In Phase

2, treatment was staggered in keeping with a
nonconcurrent multiple baseline across partici-
pants, although the multielement design
remained the primary means of demonstrating
experimental control.
Mastery required that three criteria were met

across three consecutive sessions: a) 67% or
greater RTN, b) a discrimination index (DI;
Luczynski & Hanley, 2014) between RTN and
RTO of 0.8 or greater, and c) no downward
trend in RTN or upward trend in RTO. Dis-
crimination indices were calculated by sum-
ming the percentage RTN across three sessions
and dividing that sum by the sum of percent-
age RTN and percentage RTO for the same
three sessions. During Phase 3, the mastery cri-
terion for percentage RTN was modified to
include either: a) the mastery criteria from the
previous phases or b) two consecutive sessions
with 100% RTN to accelerate schedule thin-
ning in situations where RTN was maintaining
at 100% (see Phase 3 below).
The 67% mastery criterion is lower than in

previous studies and was selected for three rea-
sons. First, in two studies (Conine et al., 2019;

Table 1

Participant Demographic Characteristics, Experimental Phases Completed, Screening Type Assigned at the Conclusion of Phase
1, Prompt Used in Phase 2, and Effective Treatment in Phase 2

Phases Completed

Participant Age* Sex 1 2 3 Screening Type Prompt Used Effective Treatment

Bethany 11 F X Type 1 N/A N/A
Daniel 9 M X Type 1 N/A N/A
Ned 9 M X Type 1 N/A N/A
Vera 3 F X Type 1 N/A N/A
Beckham 7 M X X X Type 2 N/A T1+
Felicity 6 F X X X Type 2 N/A T1
Jackson 3 M X X Type 3 N/A N/A**
Chloe 4 F X X X Type 4 Hand to eyes T2+
Kayla 4 F X X X Type 4 Hand to eyes + interruption T4
Lucas 3 M X X Type 4 Track fingers T4
Lucian 5 M X X X Type 4 Hand to eyes T4
Lydia 4 F X X X Type 4 Hand to eyes T3
Salvador 4 M X X Type 4 Hand to eyes + interruption T2+

*Age at the start of study.
**Exited study prior to meeting mastery criteria.
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Rapp et al., 2019), 70% RTN was used as a
mastery criterion for a subset of participants.
Given that our sessions included six RTN trials
(see General Procedures below), 67% was the
nearest percentage to this 70% precedent that
was mathematically possible. Second, there is a
relative paucity of normative data indicating
how frequently people with or without ASD
(e.g., typically developing children, adults)
respond to their name under a variety of natu-
ralistic conditions (see Beaulieu et al., 2012).
Thus, we chose to use the lowest percentage
RTN criterion used across previous studies.
Finally, this mastery criterion for percentage
RTN was supplemented by requirements that
this response was highly discriminated (DI of
0.8 or greater).

Preassessment
For all participants, a preference assessment

was conducted at the start of the study to iden-
tify the toys that would be used as distracter
items during all sessions. Other preference
assessments were later conducted to identify
reinforcers for children who participated in
Phase 2 (see Phase 2 below). For most partici-
pants, a multiple-stimulus-without-replacement
(MSWO; DeLeon & Iwata, 1996) format was
used. For Chloe and Lydia only, a response-
restriction preference assessment (RRPA; Han-
ley et al., 2003) was conducted instead, due to
inconsistent selection patterns and problem
behaviors that were observed in previous
MSWO assessments at their clinic. In either
format, the initial preference assessment con-
tained eight toys or leisure items, which were
selected based on input from caregivers, clinical
staff, or both, using an abbreviated RAISD
form (Fisher et al., 1996) and brief supplemen-
tal interviews.
The four highest-preferred stimuli from this

initial preference assessment were designated
the distracter items for the course of the study
(described below). If a screen-based media

device (e.g., iPad) was among the four highest-
preferred stimuli, it was not used as a distracter
item, due to concerns that such devices might
compete too strongly with reinforcement contin-
gencies for RTN. The experimenter also verbally
offered the participant the opportunity to choose
one additional toy from the clinic before each
session; a toy chosen in this manner was added
to the distracter items for that session.

Settings
Sessions were conducted in two settings.

One setting was a dedicated session room,
which was only used for children who partici-
pated in Phase 2. The exact size of each session
room varied according to the clinic in which
sessions were conducted (approximately 3 m by
3.5 m). The session room included a table with
two chairs placed side-by-side along one edge.
The experimenter and the child sat in these
chairs, approximately 2 ft apart, facing the same
direction. The four or five distracter items
described above were placed on the table. For
Lucas only, a table and chairs were present, but
the experimenter and child sat on the floor
with the distractor items because Lucas did not
regularly sit at a table during sessions at the
clinic. All sessions in this setting were con-
ducted by the same person, referred to as the
primary experimenter. The primary experi-
menter was either a member of the research
team who was novel to the participant (Chloe
and Lydia), or a staff member from the clinic
who worked regularly with the participant as a
behavior technician (Beckham, Felicity, Jack-
son, Kayla, Lucas, Lucian, Salvador).
Sessions were also conducted in a generaliza-

tion setting. The exact dimensions of the room
used for this setting varied across clinic sites.
For most participants (Bethany, Daniel, Ned,
Beckham, Felicity, Chloe, Lydia), the generali-
zation setting was a large playroom at the clinic
(14.6 m by 7.0 m). For other participants
(Vera, Jackson, Kayla, Lucas, Lucian, Salvador),
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the generalization setting was a shared class-
room used by the participant and one to three
additional children (approximately 6 m by
3 m). In either case, the room included at least
one table and chairs, the distracter items, and a
wide variety of other toys normally located in
that room. At least one adult and one child in
addition to the participant and experimenter
were also present. Sessions in the generalization
setting were conducted by three different exper-
imenters, who alternated in a random order
every three sessions. These three experimenters
included: a) the primary experimenter, b)
another therapist who frequently worked with
the participant at the clinic and was likely to be
present as a secondary observer during treat-
ment in Phase 2, and c) another therapist from
the clinic who did not work regularly with the
participant and was thus unlikely to be present
during sessions in Phase 2. Experimenters also
stood in three different locations during ses-
sions in this setting: 5 ft behind, 5 ft to the left
of, and 5 ft to the right of the participant.
These three locations were evenly distributed
across all SD and SΔ trials (described below).

General Procedures
Across all phases of the experiment, each ses-

sion included nine total trials: six SD trials and
three SΔ trials. SD trials began with the experi-
menter saying the participant’s name (RTN);
SΔ trials began with the experimenter saying
some other name (RTO). Other names were
selected as in Conine et al. (2019): A list of
other names was generated, which included the
nine most popular, same-gendered baby names
in the year of the participant’s birth (Social
Security Administration, 2018). Names that
rhymed with the participant’s name were
excluded from this list and replaced with the
next most-popular name. Three of these nine
names were randomly selected for each session,
such that all nine names were used every three
sessions.

To begin each session, the experimenter
positioned themself, the participant, and the
distracter items as described in Settings (above),
then presented the first trial. Trials were only
presented if: a) at least 20 s had elapsed since
the end of the last trial, and b) the participant
had been engaged with one of the distracter
items and not looking at the experimenter for
the past 5 s. Engagement was defined as touch-
ing a toy, or looking at a toy with which the
primary mode of engagement is looking
(e.g., books). If the participant did not meet
this engagement criterion, the experimenter
waited until 5 s of consecutive engagement had
occurred, then presented the trial. If the partici-
pant was not engaged for 20 s consecutively,
the experimenter prompted engagement either
verbally (e.g., “play with one of your toys”) or
by handing a toy to the participant. The experi-
menter did not look at or interact with the par-
ticipant during any intertrial interval (ITI),
except to prompt engagement if needed,
according to the rules above.
When presenting SD trials, the experimenter

turned to face the participant as they said their
name. When presenting SΔ trials, the experi-
menter looked straight ahead (i.e., did not turn
to face the participant). This difference was
programmed to make the delivery of SΔ trials
more closely approximate the circumstances in
which other people’s names are likely spoken in
the natural environment.

Phase 1: Screening
All Phase 1 sessions were conducted under

the social condition (described below). A mini-
mum of three sessions were first conducted in
the generalization setting; one session with each
of the three experimenters. Additional sessions
were conducted if needed to establish stability
for RTN or RTO. If a participant met mastery
criteria during these sessions in the generaliza-
tion setting, they did not participate in the
remaining phases of the experiment (i.e., inter-
vention was not necessary). If participants did
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not meet mastery criteria in the generalization
setting, additional social sessions were con-
ducted in the session room setting. These ses-
sions were conducted until stability was
established for both RTN and RTO. Trend
was evaluated using data from both settings
(i.e., including data from the generalization set-
ting). Additional sessions were conducted in
the session room with some participants after
stability was achieved to accommodate the mul-
tiple baseline design planned for Phase 2. For
Beckham and Felicity, a slightly different ses-
sion pattern was used; Phase 1 sessions began
in the session room, and only one session was
conducted in the generalization setting (see
Results). Any participants who did not meet
mastery criteria by the end of Phase 1 moved
to Phase 2. A visual depiction of these Phase
1 procedures is shown in the upper portion of
Figure 1.
Social Condition. Procedures were identical

to the social condition from Conine et al.
(2019). Contingent on RTN the experimenter
initiated a social interaction with the partici-
pant according to one of five categories:
instruction, joint attention bid, “wh” question,
yes/no question, and general comment (for def-
initions see Conine et al., Table 1). All social
interactions started with a greeting (e.g., “hey,”
“hi”) and were tailored to the current context
(e.g., toy the participant was recently engaged
with, interesting features of the room). Appro-
priate responses to social interactions were
never prompted, but if they occurred were
followed by praise related to that social interac-
tion (e.g., “right, that is a ball!”). Incorrect or
nonresponses to the social interaction were
followed by a floorholding response (Hart &
Risley, 1995; 1999). For example, if the experi-
menter asked, “What’s this?” and the child did
not respond, the experimenter might say “it’s a
puzzle” or “it’s a red car” (see Conine et al.,
Table 1 for additional examples). If the partici-
pant engaged in RTO, the experimenter con-
tinued looking away from the participant for

the remainder of the 5 s response interval, then
began the next ITI.

Phase 2: Treatment
Only participants whose RTN did not meet

mastery criteria during Phase 1 participated in
Phase 2. Data from Phase 1 served as the base-
line for Phase 2. All sessions in Phase 2 were
conducted in the session room (with the pri-
mary experimenter) and progressed through the
treatment conditions described below, in the
order shown in the middle portion of Figure 1.
Treatment conditions were arranged to progress
from least intrusive and intensive to most intru-
sive and intensive. At least two sessions were
conducted in each treatment condition, and
sessions continued until both RTN and RTO
were stable. If RTN and RTO were stable but
did not meet mastery criteria, the next treat-
ment condition was initiated. If participants
met mastery criteria at any point during treat-
ment, Phase 3 began (Fig. 1). Each treatment
condition is described in greater detail below.
Two additional preference assessments were

conducted at the start of Phase 2. First, an
MSWO assessment containing eight edible
items was conducted. Next, a combined edible-
leisure MSWO (e.g., Conine & Vollmer,
2019) was conducted, using the top four items
from the edible MSWO and the top four items
from the leisure item assessment conducted at
the start of the study. This combined MSWO
was conducted in order to identify the highest
preferred items overall (rather than within a
single stimulus category) for use as reinforcers
during treatment. However, the edible and
combined preference assessments were not con-
ducted for four participants (Chloe, Lydia,
Kayla, and Lucian), because they had a history
of food selectivity and consumed a very limited
number of edible items, none of which were
reported to function as reinforcers. Accordingly,
results from either the leisure preference assess-
ment at the start of the study (Chloe, Lydia,
Kayla, and Lucian), or the combined preference
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assessment described above (all other partici-
pants) were used to select reinforcers as
described in the treatment conditions below.
If an item that was previously used as a

distracter item ranked among the three highest-
preferred stimuli on the combined assessment
(and would therefore be used as a reinforcer
during treatment), that item was removed from
the distracter items at the start of Phase 2 and

replaced in the set of distracter items with the
next highest-preferred leisure item that was not
selected for use as a reinforcer.
Treatment 1: Differential Reinforcement

(T1). Phase 2 began with T1 for all partici-
pants. Contingent on RTN, the experimenter
gave a preferred tangible item to the participant
and simultaneously initiated a social interaction
(as in the social condition). If the reinforcer

Figure 1
Order of Treatment Conditions across All Three Phases of the Study
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was a leisure item, 30 s access was provided.
For edible items, one bite-sized portion was
provided until it was consumed. If a participant
requested a specific social interaction with the
experimenter (e.g., tickles, picking up) during a
reinforcement interval, that interaction was also
delivered. If the request occurred during an
ITI, that interaction was also delivered in addi-
tion to the tangible item contingent on RTN
in the next trial. As in the social condition, the
experimenter delivered no consequences
(i.e., continued looking away from the partici-
pant) following RTO.
The tangible items used as reinforcers were

chosen according to one of two rules. For most
participants (Beckham, Felicity, Jackson, Lucas,
and Salvador), the three highest-preferred stimuli
from the combined preference assessment were
designated as the reinforcers for T1. One of
these three items was preprogrammed as the
reinforcer for each SD trial, randomly alternating
in blocks of three. For example, for Felicity these
three stimuli were juice, a ball, and a cookie.
During T1, reinforcers may have been
programmed as: juice for trial one, ball for trial
two, cookie for trial three, ball for trial four,
cookie for trial five, juice for trial six. However,
if the participant requested any of the three
items during an ITI, that requested item was
used as the reinforcer on the next trial instead of
the planned item. If the participant refused an
item at any point when it was offered, that item
was replaced on the list of reinforcers with one
of the other two items for the rest of the session.
For Lydia, Chloe, Kayla, and Lucian, the top-
ranked item from the leisure item preference
assessment at the start of the study was used as
the reinforcer for all SD trials in T1 (for these
four participants, that highest-preferred stimulus
was an iPad or computer that played videos). If
any of the items used as a reinforcer was previ-
ously one of the distracter items in Phase 1, that
item was not used as a distracter item in Phase 2.
If participants did not meet mastery criteria

during T1, either T1+ or T2 was conducted

next (Fig. 1). If the participant had engaged in
RTN in greater than 10% of trials on average
during T1, T1+ was initiated. If the participant
emitted RTN in 10% of trials or fewer on aver-
age during T1, T2 was initiated.
Treatment 1 with Increased Reinforcer

Magnitude (T1+). Procedures were identical to
T1, except that the magnitude of tangible rein-
forcement contingent on RTN was increased in
three ways. First, if three tangible items were
used in T1, all three of those items were deliv-
ered simultaneously contingent on every
instance of RTN in T1+. If only one tangible
item was used during T1, the second- and
third-preferred items from the combined
MSWO (or the leisure MSWO, if a combined
MSWO was not conducted) were delivered
along with the highest preferred item after
RTN. Second, the duration of access to all lei-
sure items was increased from 30 s to 90 s (the
quantity of each individual edible item was not
changed). Finally, if any physical interactions
(e.g., tickles, hugs) were reported by clinic staff
to be highly preferred, access to these interac-
tions was also offered to the participant for 90 s
following RTN.
Prompt Assessment. If T1 or T1+ was

unsuccessful, a prompt assessment was con-
ducted, as all subsequent conditions involved
prompts (Fig. 1). The prompts included in this
assessment are listed and defined in Table 2,
and are identical to those assessed in Conine
et al. (2019), except that one prompt was
added: tracking a highly preferred leisure item.
One prompt assessment session was conducted
for each of the prompts listed in Table 2.
All prompt assessment sessions took place in

the session room and consisted of five trials. All
distracter items that were included in T1 or T1
+ were present. To start each trial, the experi-
menter turned toward the participant and
delivered the prompt that was being assessed;
the experimenter did not say any names. If the
participant looked at the experimenter’s eye
region within 5 s of the prompt, the
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experimenter delivered social interaction and a
tangible item as in T1. After one session was
conducted with each prompt (Table 2), if any
prompts had occasioned a correct response in
100% of trials, the prompt assessment ended.

If not, the prompt assessment was repeated,
but with an interruption procedure added to
each prompt. When interruption was added,
the experimenter began each trial by turning to
face the participant, gently interrupting the par-
ticipant’s access to the distracter items and
motor stereotypy, and simultaneously deliver-
ing the prompt.
Once the prompt assessment was complete,

the least intrusive prompt which occasioned the
highest percentage correct response was selected
as the prompt to be used in all subsequent
treatment sessions. The hypothesized order of
intrusiveness for these prompts (from least to
most) that was used to make this decision is
listed in Table 2. This order is based on the
order proposed in Conine et al. (2019), and is
subjective (i.e., the intrusion level of these pro-
mpts was not empirically determined, and alter-
nate orders of intrusiveness are possible). Any
prompt combined with interruption was always
considered more intrusive than any prompt
without interruption.
Treatment 2: Reinforcement and Prompts

(T2). Procedures were identical to T1 except
that if the participant did not engage in RTN
within 5 s of their name in an SD trial, the
experimenter repeated the participant’s name
and simultaneously delivered the prompt cho-
sen from the prompt assessment (above). If the
participant did not engage in RTN within 5 s
of the prompt, the experimenter once again
simultaneously said the participant’s name and
delivered the prompt, for up to a maximum of
five total prompt presentations (though this
rarely occurred). Contingent on RTN
(prompted or unprompted), the experimenter
delivered a preferred tangible item and a social
interaction according to the same criteria out-
lined in T1.
Treatment 2 with Increased Reinforcer

Magnitude (T2+). Procedures were identical to
T2, except that the magnitude of tangible rein-
forcement described in T1+ was used.

Table 2

Prompts Used in Prompt Assessments

Prompt Definition

Vocal Experimenter says, “look at me.”
Tap Experimenter taps participant’s shoulder with

their index finger three times.
Track fingers Experimenter holds outstretched index and

middle finger in front of participant’s eyes,
and slowly moves them to point to the
experimenter’s eyes across a period of 5 s,
or until target response occurs.

Track toy Experimenter picks up the toy that the
participant is currently engaged with, and
slowly moves it to directly in front of and
between the experimenter’s eyes, across a
period of 5 s, or until target response
occurs.

Hand to eyes Experimenter gently picks up the
participant’s hand and moves it to directly
in front of and between the experimenter’s
eyes, and holds it there for 5 s, or until
target response occurs.

Track HP
edible*

Experimenter places a highly preferred edible
item directly in front of and between the
participant’s eyes, and slowly moves it to
directly in front of and between the
experimenter’s eyes, across a period of 5 s,
or until target response occurs.

Track HP
leisure item*

Experimenter places a highly preferred leisure
item directly in front of and between the
participant’s eyes, and slowly moves it to
directly in front of and between the
experimenter’s eyes, across a period of 5 s,
or until target response occurs.

Interruption** Experimenter removes any toy the participant
is currently engaged with (e.g., by taking
out of participant’s hand), and blocks
access to any other toys the participant
attempts to engage with for 5 s.

*These prompts were only assessed if an edible item or
leisure item, respectively, was among the highly preferred
items that would be used as a reinforcer during Treat-
ment 2.
**This prompt was never assessed in isolation, but rather
was assessed in combination with each prompt listed
above, and only if no prompts occasioned 100% response
without interruption.
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Prompted and unprompted RTN were both
followed by that same reinforcer magnitude.
For Lucian only, a brief presession preference

assessment was also added to T2+ and all sub-
sequent conditions, due to BCBA report that
his preferences changed often. Lucian was given
a choice between four or five highly preferred
toys (not including the iPad) at the start of ses-
sion, and the two that were selected first were
used as reinforcers in addition to the iPad that
was previously used in T1.
Treatment 3: Reinforcement, Prompts,

and Differential Reinforcement of
Unprompted RTN (T3). Procedures were
identical to T2, except that different magnitudes
of tangible reinforcement were provided for
unprompted and prompted RTN. The large rein-
forcer magnitude used in T1+ and T2+ was deliv-
ered contingent on unprompted RTN.
Contingent on prompted RTN, only the highest-
preferred tangible item from the combined prefer-
ence assessment was provided. If that item was a
leisure item, it was provided for only 15 s; if it was
an edible item, a portion was provided that was
only one-half the size of the portion used in T1.
Treatment 4: Reinforcement, Prompts,

Differential Reinforcement of Unprompted
RTN, and Interruption (T4). Procedures were
identical to T3 except that when initiating an
SD trial, the experimenter removed any toys
that the participant was currently engaged with
and placed them out of reach, then stated the
child’s name. The experimenter also blocked
any attempt to reach for a distracter item or to
engage in motor stereotypy for the remainder
of the trial (excluding the reinforcement inter-
val). During T4, the requirement that partici-
pants were engaged with a leisure item for 5 s
prior to each trial was removed; however, trials
were still only initiated if the participant had
not been looking at the experimenter for 5 s.

Phase 3: Generality
Phase 3 was initiated after participants met

mastery criteria in Phase 2. The purpose of

Phase 3 was to assess whether participants
would continue to engage in mastery-level
RTN as treatment components were removed
and as tangible reinforcement schedules were
thinned. Phase 3 also assessed generalization
across experimenters and settings.
The lower portion of Figure 1 outlines the

order and decision-making process of Phase
3. This phase began with one terminal probe
session (described below), conducted by the
primary experimenter in the generalization set-
ting. If the participant engaged in RTN in 33%
of trials or fewer in this probe, the next step in
treatment component removal (described
below) was implemented in the session room. If
the participant engaged in RTN in 50% of trials
or greater on this first probe, terminal probe ses-
sions continued in the generalization setting,
rotating across the three generalization thera-
pists assigned to that participant in a random
order every three sessions, until either: a) mas-
tery criteria were met, or b) RTN and RTO sta-
bilized without meeting mastery criteria. If
mastery criteria were met during terminal pro-
bes at any point, the study was concluded. If
data stabilized in terminal probes without meet-
ing mastery criteria, the next step in treatment
component removal began in the session room.
Terminal probes were periodically repeated in
this same manner as a part of the treatment
component removal process (described below).

Terminal Probes
All terminal probe sessions were conducted

in the generalization setting. Contingencies for
RTN were similar to T1, except that: a) only
the single highest-preferred tangible item from
T1 was used, and b) that item was delivered
contingent on unprompted RTN according to
a variable ratio 6 (VR6) reinforcement schedule
(range, four to eight responses). Social interac-
tions (as in the social condition) were delivered
after unprompted RTN on all trials, including
trials in which a tangible reinforcer was not
delivered.
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Component Removal
The purpose of the component removal sub-

phase was two-fold: a) to evaluate whether
RTN would maintain under less intensive,
more naturalistic procedures if mastery-level
RTN was not obtained in the first series of ter-
minal probes and b) to evaluate whether gener-
alized responding in the terminal probes was
more likely to occur as components were grad-
ually removed from treatment in the session
room. All component removal sessions were
conducted in the session room. We used a
reverse-order treatment hierarchy from most- to
least-intrusive as follows: T4, T3, T1+, T1,
T1(VR2), T1(VR3), T1(VR6). As a note, T2
and T2+ were not a part of this hierarchy; this
was done in order to evaluate maintenance of
RTN without prompts as early as possible in
Phase 3. For VR2 and VR3 sessions, contin-
gencies were similar to the VR6 contingencies
used in terminal probes except that the VR
schedule requirement was set at two (range,
1 to 3) or three (range, 2 to 4) instances of
unprompted RTN.
Component removal sessions began with the

treatment condition that was one step down
the above hierarchy from the condition in
which RTN was mastered during Phase 2. For
example, if RTN was mastered in T4, compo-
nent removal began with T3; if RTN was mas-
tered in T1+, component removal began with
T1. Sessions were conducted in that condition
until either: a) two consecutive sessions
occurred with 100% RTN and a DI of .8 or
greater, or b) three consecutive sessions
occurred with 67% RTN or greater and a DI
of .8 or greater. If these mastery criteria were
met, terminal probes resumed as described
above (Fig. 1). If component removal was
repeated later in Phase 3 due to mastery criteria
not being met in subsequent terminal probes
(Fig. 1), sessions began with the next less-
intrusive treatment than the component
removal step that was conducted most recently.
For example, if mastery criteria were most

recently met in T3 during component removal,
a subsequent return to component removal
would begin with T1 + .
This alternation between component

removal and terminal probes continued until
one of four things occurred (Fig. 1). First, if
mastery criteria were met during terminal pro-
bes at any point, the study ended. Second, if
mastery criteria were met in the session room
after all treatment components were removed,
but the participant never met mastery criteria
in the terminal probes, the transfer-of-
treatment process began (described below).
Third, if a participant did not meet mastery
criteria in the session room at any step of treat-
ment component removal, a reversal was con-
ducted, to the component removal step that
was most recently effective. After mastery-level
RTN was established in this reversal, compo-
nent removal resumed and continued until
either: a) the same treatment condition had
failed to support mastery-level RTN twice or b)
one of the other above criteria for terminating
Phase 3 were met (see Results for details on the
application of these criteria across participants).
Finally, for one participant (Felicity), when
mastery criteria were met in terminal probes
across one or two (but not all) of the generali-
zation therapists, a generalization-across-
therapists procedure was conducted (described
below).

Transfer of Treatment
The purpose of this subphase was to conduct

treatment in the generalization setting if the
participant never met mastery criteria in termi-
nal probes after completing the component
removal process described above. Treatment
began in the generalization setting with the
treatment condition in which RTN was mas-
tered in Phase 2. Treatment components were
then removed in the generalization setting
according to the hierarchy outlined for compo-
nent removal until mastery criteria were met in
the generalization setting under T1 (VR6)
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conditions, at which point the study ended.
Alternatively, if the same condition failed to
support mastery-level RTN twice, component
removal ended and schedule thinning (to a
maximum of VR6) was initiated under the
treatment condition that was most recently suc-
cessful in the generalization setting.

Generalization Across Therapists
(Felicity only)
This subphase was conducted only if the par-

ticipant met RTN mastery criteria during ter-
minal probes for one or two, but not all, of the
generalization setting therapists. Procedures
were identical to terminal probes, except that
each trial within a session was conducted by a
different therapist who worked at the treatment
center (for a total of nine therapists per ses-
sion). These therapists ran trials as they entered
and exited the generalization setting as a part of
their regular daily clinic activities.

Interobserver Agreement and Treatment
Integrity
Primary behavioral data in each session were

collected by the experimenter conducting the
session. A secondary observer collected inter-
observer agreement (IOA) data on a trial-by-
trial basis for a subset of sessions across all
phases and conditions of the study for all par-
ticipants. The secondary observers recorded
these data either in-vivo during session using
pen and paper, or from session video record-
ings. In either case, the secondary observer or
the person collecting video positioned them-
selves so that the experimenter’s face and the
participant’s face were both visible throughout
the session. Secondary observers were provided
with a written response definition (attached to
the data sheet) and the primary experimenter
verbally reviewed this response definition with
the secondary observers and answered any ques-
tions at the start of each session. For each ses-
sion, the number of trials in which both

observers agreed on the occurrence or non-
occurrence of RTN or RTO was divided by
the total number of trials in the session and
multiplied by 100 to yield a percentage. Means
and ranges of IOA scores for all participants are
shown in Table 3.
Treatment integrity was calculated from

video records, when available. A sufficient
number of video records was available at the
conclusion of the study for four participants:
Felicity, Beckham, Lydia, and Chloe. Treat-
ment integrity was scored for all treatment con-
ditions in Phase 2; Phases 1 and 3 were not
scored. For each SD trial (RTN), data collectors
scored whether the therapist a) faced the child,
b) spoke the name audibly, c) waited 5 s before
turning away or delivering a prompt, d) deliv-
ered the correct prompt (if needed) or no
prompt (if not needed), e) delivered the correct
social interaction, and f) delivered the correct
tangible item. If the participant went through
T4 (described above) the data collector also
scored whether the therapist interrupted stereo-
typy and toy engagement before delivering the
SD. For each SΔ trial (RTO), the data collector
scored whether the therapist a) did not face the
child, b) spoke the name audibly, and c) deliv-
ered no consequences regardless of the child’s
response. For each trial (SD or SΔ), treatment
integrity was calculated by dividing the number
of correct components by the total number of
components in the trial and multiplying by
100 to yield a percentage. For each session, an
overall treatment integrity score was obtained
by averaging the treatment integrity for all nine
trials. Means and ranges of treatment integrity
scores for these four participants are shown in
Table 3.

Results

Phase 1 Results
We characterized the results of Phase 1

according to four patterns, or types, of RTN
that were observed during screening. These
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patterns were defined according to the level
(percentage) of RTN and the discrimination
(DI) between RTN and RTO. If data from the
generalization setting and data from the session
room were substantially different with respect
to these features, we made this determination
based on these features of the session room data
(this determination was only necessary for Jack-
son and Salvador). The rationale for this deter-
mination was that if the screening was to
predict treatment effectiveness, and if treatment
was to be delivered in the session room in
Phase 2, the session room screening may serve
as a better predictor of treatment effects than
the generalization setting screening.
Figure 2 shows representative graphs of the

four screening types. Type 1 RTN (Figure 2,
upper left panel) was RTN that met mastery
criteria during screening for both percentage
and DI. In other words, Type 1 RTN was both
frequent and discriminated. Participants with
Type 1 RTN screened out of participation in
the treatment phases of the study. Type
2 RTN (Figure 2, upper right panel) met the
DI mastery criterion, but not the percentage
RTN criterion. In other words, Type 2 RTN
was infrequent but highly discriminated. Type
3 RTN (Figure 2, bottom left panel) occurred
to some extent during screening (greater than

10% on average) but did not meet the DI mas-
tery criterion. In other words, Type 3 RTN
can be characterized as undiscriminated.
Finally, Type 4 RTN (Figure 2, bottom right
panel) never or rarely occurred (less than 10%
of trials on average) during screening. For these
participants, RTN and RTO were both so
infrequent that it was uninformative, even
impossible, to calculate a DI. The second col-
umn from the right in Table 1 lists the types
that were assigned to each participant’s RTN at
the end of Phase 1.
Figure 3 shows results from Phase 1 for the

four participants with Type 1 RTN. Because
these participants screened out of participation
in subsequent phases, the data in this figure
constitute all study data for these participants.
All four of these participants met mastery
criteria after the minimum three sessions of
screening. Graphical depictions of Phase
1 results for all other participants are displayed
as a part of Phase 2 figures, below.

Phase 2 Results
Figure 4 shows results for participants whose

RTN during Phase 1 was characterized as Type
2 or Type 3. For Felicity (top panel), RTN was
low (17-33%) but stable and highly discriminated

Table 3

Interobserver Agreement (IOA) and Treatment Integrity (TI) Data

Participant Mean IOA (Range) Percentage of Sessions with IOA Mean TI (Range) Percentage of Sessions with TI*

Bethany 100% 40%
Daniel 99% (89-100%) 81%
Ned 100% 33%
Vera 96% (89-100%) 100%
Beckham 98% (89-100%) 36% 100% 27%
Felicity 99% (89-100%) 31% 97% (96-98%) 27%
Jackson 98% (89-100%) 65%
Chloe 100% 31% 90% (81-96%) 29%
Kayla 99% (78-100%) 52%
Lucas 100% 44%
Lucian 98% (89-100%) 48%
Lydia 99% (89-100%) 35% 96% (89-100%) 26%
Salvador 98% (89-100%) 61%

* For treatment integrity, percentage of sessions reflects Phase 2 only.
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from RTO during Phase 1. RTN immediately
increased to mastery levels when T1 was intro-
duced. However, RTO also began to increase by
the third session, and T1 continued until RTO
decreased. Felicity met mastery criteria in session
17. Jackson (middle panel), engaged in no RTN
or RTO during Phase 1 in the generalization set-
ting. During Phase 1 in the session room, RTN
and RTO were both variable and low. Jackson’s
Phase 1 RTN was classified as Type 3 based on a
DI below mastery criteria (0.64) in the session
room. During T1, Jackson’s RTN increased, but
stabilized below mastery criteria (50% RTN, DI:
0.73). RTN increased substantially during T1+,

with 83% RTN in the second and third sessions
and a DI of 0.72 across those same two sessions.
Jackson’s participation in the study was
suspended after session 25 due to a long period of
absences from the clinic. Thus, Jackson did not
meet mastery criteria before exiting the study,
although T1+ appears to have been initially effec-
tive. For Beckham (bottom panel), RTN was dis-
criminated (DI: 0.94) during Phase 1, but
stabilized below 67%. When T1 was introduced,
both percentage RTN and the DI remained
largely unchanged. When T1+ was introduced,
RTN immediately increased to 100%. Additional
sessions were conducted until stability in RTN

Figure 2
Representative Examples of the Four Screening Types Identified in Phase 1
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and RTO occurred, and Beckham met mastery
criteria in session 24.
Figure 5 shows results for participants whose

RTN was characterized as Type 4 during Phase
1. The second column from the right in Table
1 also indicates which prompts were used dur-
ing treatment with these participants. Lucas
(Panel 1), engaged in zero RTN and RTO dur-
ing Phase 1 and during T1. Very minor
increases in RTN and RTO were observed dur-
ing T2, T2+, and T3. When T4 was intro-
duced, RTN and RTO both increased in level
and variability for the first four sessions
(0-33%). RTN continued to increase while
RTO decreased across the subsequent nine

sessions, and Lucas met mastery criteria in ses-
sion 36.
Lydia (Figure 5, Panel 2) engaged in RTN

once during Phase 1. No RTN or RTO were
observed during T1, and small but variable
increases in both RTN and RTO were
observed during T2. During T2+, discrimina-
tion increased (DI: 1.0), but percentage RTN
remained below mastery. During T3, Lydia
engaged in a pattern of responding that
prompted a slight alteration in the definition of
RTN. Lydia began “packing up” her distracter
items (e.g., closing books, placing blocks back
in a bucket), within 5 s of her name being pres-
ented, but did not engage in RTN within 5 s.

Figure 3
Phase 1 Results for All Participants with Type 1 RTN
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Thus, in session 25 (marked with an asterisk in
Figure 5), RTN was scored as correct if it
occurred within 5 s of this first “packing up”
response, resulting in RTN being reinforced by
the experimenter and scored as correct with
latencies of up to 10 s, if a “packing up”

response occurred first. Lydia’s RTN gradually
increased during T3, meeting mastery criteria
in session 37 after a period of variability.
Lucian (Figure 5, Panel 3) engaged in RTN

twice at the start of Phase 1, but zero RTN
and RTO thereafter. RTN and RTO remained

Figure 4
Phase 1 and Phase 2 Results for all Participants with Type 2 and Type 3 RTN

Note. Phase lines indicate the introduction of treatment (i.e., the start of Phase 2). Arrows indicate changes in treatment
condition. Shaded backgrounds indicate sessions conducted in the treatment condition that was ultimately effective.
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Figure 5
Phase 1 and Phase 2 Results for Participants with Type 4 RTN

Note. Phase lines indicate the introduction of treatment (i.e., the start of Phase 2). Arrows indicate changes in treatment
condition. Shaded backgrounds indicate sessions conducted in the treatment condition that was ultimately effective.
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at zero during T1 and T2. Substantial but vari-
able increases in RTN occurred in T2+. During
T3, RTN and RTO both occurred at moderate
levels, with high variability and low discrimina-
tion (DI: 0.64). RTN steadily increased during
T4, and Lucian met mastery criteria in session
42. Kayla (Figure 5, Panel 4) did not engage in
any RTN or RTO during Phase 1. During T1,
Kayla only engaged in RTN on two occasions.
RTN and RTO both returned to zero during T2
and remained near zero during T2+. RTN
increased during T3 but remained below mastery
criteria (DI: 0.67). When T4 was introduced,
RTN immediately increased to 67%. After a
period of variability, Kayla met mastery criteria in
session 40. Chloe (Figure 5, Panel 5), only
engaged in one instance of RTN during Phase
1, and RTN and RTO remained at zero during
T1. During T2, RTN and RTO both increased
and were highly variable, with moderate discrimi-
nation (DI: 0.64). During T2+, percentage RTN
and DI both increased. Chloe met mastery
criteria in session 43. Finally, for Salvador (Figure
5, Panel 6), RTN and RTO were moderate and
undiscriminated during Phase 1 in the generaliza-
tion setting. Salvador engaged in no RTN or
RTO in the session room. Thus, Salvador’s RTN
was classified as Type 4 based on the Phase 1 ses-
sion room data. RTN and RTO remained at zero
during T1, and only one RTN occurred during
T2. RTN and RTO both increased during T2+.
RTO decreased after additional sessions, and
RTN remained stable at 100%. Salvador met
mastery criteria (DI: 0.92) in session 33.
The right-most column in Table 1 summa-

rizes the treatment condition that was ultimately
effective for increasing RTN to mastery criteria
during Phase 2 for each participant (these data
are not provided for Type 1 participants, for
whom treatment was not conducted).

Phase 3 Results
Figures 6 and 7 show Phase 3 results for the

six participants (Beckham, Felicity, Chloe,

Lydia, Kayla, and Lucian) who completed
Phase 3. Jackson did not participate in Phase
3 due to not completing Phase 2. Salvador and
Lucas began Phase 3, but did not complete all
planned steps of that phase before data collec-
tion for the study was ended (Table 1).
Figure 6 shows Phase 3 results for partici-

pants who mastered RTN during terminal
probe sessions in Phase 3. For Beckham (top
panel), RTN met mastery criteria during the
first series of terminal probes, although RTN
was variable across 16 total sessions before
meeting mastery criteria. For Felicity (middle
panel), RTN nearly met mastery criteria in ter-
minal probes, but was below mastery criteria
with only the novel experimenter assigned to
the generalization setting (sessions 19, 23, and
26). Thus, we conducted the generalization-
across-therapists subphase, and Felicity met
mastery criteria after three of these sessions. For
Chloe (bottom panel), RTN was mastered in
terminal probes after some treatment compo-
nents were removed in the session room. Chloe
did not meet mastery criteria in the terminal
probe conducted after Phase 2, nor in the
probe conducted after the first step of compo-
nent removal (T1+). However, Chloe met mas-
tery criteria in the terminal probes that were
conducted after the T1 step of component
removal, after seven probe sessions.
Figure 7 shows Phase 3 results for Lucian,

Kayla, and Lydia, for whom transfer of treat-
ment to the generalization setting was neces-
sary. For Lucian (top panel), the first terminal
probe session after Phase 2 was unsuccessful,
with 33% RTN and 100% RTO. Thus, com-
ponent removal began with T3 in the session
room. However, RTN dropped to zero in this
condition, necessitating a return to T4. RTN
and RTO were both variable during this return
to T4, and mastery criteria were met again after
25 sessions. Anecdotally, these sessions were
scheduled less frequently than during Phase
2, due to a change in staffing that resulted in
Lucian being inconsistently scheduled for
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sessions with his primary experimenter. The
terminal probe after T4 was unsuccessful, with
RTO once again exceeding RTN. Thus, we
determined that component removal
(i.e., removing the interruption procedure of
T4) was not likely to be successful for Lucian,
and we began transfer of treatment to the

generalization setting with T4. Lucian met
mastery criteria after four T4 sessions in the
generalization setting. We then thinned the
schedule of tangible reinforcement to a VR6
schedule with T4 (i.e., interruption, prompts)
in place, throughout which Lucian continued
to meet mastery criteria.

Figure 6
Phase 3 Results in Which RTN Met Mastery Criteria During Terminal Probe Sessions

Note. All data in this figure begin with the last three data points from Phase 2. Thus, these figures do not begin at ses-
sion number one, and some data overlap with Figures 4 and 5.
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Kayla (Figure 7, middle panel) engaged in
33% RTN in the first terminal probe after
Phase 2. Thus, component removal began with
T3 in the session room. Kayla met mastery
criteria after six T3 sessions. In the subsequent

terminal probes, Kayla’s RTN was highly vari-
able and eventually dropped to zero. Compo-
nent removal then progressed to T1+ in the
session room, but RTN was very low (0-33%),
necessitating a return to T3. However, RTN

Figure 7
Phase 3 Results in Which Transfer of Treatment Was Necessary

Note. All data in this figure begin with the last three data points from Phase 2. Thus, these figures do not begin at ses-
sion number one, and some data overlap with Figure 5.
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remained at zero upon this return to T3. Thus,
we conducted another reversal to T4, during
which Kayla immediately met mastery criteria.
Kayla did not meet mastery criteria in the sub-
sequent terminal probes, and therefore compo-
nent removal progressed to T3 once again, but
Kayla’s RTN stabilized below mastery criteria.
Thus, we conducted a final iteration of T4
and, after mastery criteria were met, thinned
the schedule of tangible reinforcement to VR6
with T4 (i.e., interruption, prompts) in place,
throughout which Kayla continued to meet
mastery criteria. A final series of terminal pro-
bes was conducted, during which Kayla’s RTN
did not meet mastery criteria (0-33%). Thus,
we began transfer of treatment in the generali-
zation setting with T4. Kayla met mastery
criteria after four T4 sessions in this setting,
and reinforcement schedule thinning under T4
conditions was implemented. After some vari-
ability, including a reversal to an FR1 schedule,
Kayla eventually met mastery criteria in the
generalization setting under T4 conditions with
a VR6 schedule of tangible reinforcement.
For Lydia (Figure 7, bottom panel), RTN

continued to meet mastery criteria in the ses-
sion room as all treatment components were
removed, ending in T1 with a VR6 schedule of
tangible reinforcement. However, Lydia
engaged in little to no RTN in all terminal pro-
bes during component removal. Thus, transfer
of treatment began with T3, the condition
which was initially effective in Phase 2. RTN
was highly discriminated during T3 in the gen-
eralization setting, but eventually dropped to
zero. Thus, we implemented T4 in the general-
ization setting and RTN met mastery criteria in
three sessions. We then began to remove treat-
ment components in the generalization setting.
RTN continued to meet mastery criteria during
a second implementation of T3 and during T1
+ in the generalization setting. However, RTN
stabilized below mastery levels when T1 was
conducted. Thus, a reversal to T1+ was con-
ducted, but RTN stabilized below mastery

levels during this reversal, and during a subse-
quent reversal to T3. Thus, T4 was
implemented and RTN returned to mastery
levels. Lydia’s RTN continued to meet mastery
criteria as the schedule of tangible reinforce-
ment was thinned with T4 in place in the gen-
eralization setting. Lydia’s RTN was ultimately
maintained in the generalization setting under
T4 conditions with a VR6 schedule of tangible
reinforcement.

Discussion

Thirteen children with ASD were assessed
for deficits in RTN. Four met mastery criteria
during this assessment. For the remaining nine,
RTN was increased to mastery criteria after
participants underwent a series of treatment
conditions that included the delivery of tangi-
ble reinforcement contingent on RTN. Sched-
ules of tangible reinforcement were also
thinned after treatment, and treatment effects
were obtained across settings and across people.
Our primary goal was to develop a more effi-

cient approach to the treatment of RTN than
in previous research. Based on a comparison of
trials-to-mastery, this goal generally appears to
have been met. Figure 8 shows this comparison
with respect to three previous studies
(i.e., Conine et al., 2019; Cook et al., 2017;
Rapp et al., 2019). Participants who did not
meet mastery criteria (e.g., Jackson) in any
study are not included in this figure. The mean
number of trials to mastery was 746 (range,
130 to 1720) in Cook et al. (2017), 641 (range,
140 to 1230) in Rapp et al. (2019),
681 (range, 285 to 1125) in Conine et al.
(2019), and 235 (range, 99 to 315) in the cur-
rent study (note: comparing trials-to-criterion
across these four studies required some compu-
tational decisions, which are described in the
attached Supporting Information). It should be
noted that SΔ trials are included in the trials-
to-mastery for the current study and for the
Conine et al. study (Figure 8). Data from the
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current study support the findings from Conine
et al. that these trials are an important control
procedure to include when teaching RTN. For
example, Felicity (Figure 4) and Salvador
(Figure 5) both engaged in 100% RTO when
RTN initially increased to 100%. It was only
with repeated exposure to reinforcement for
RTN and extinction for RTO that these partic-
ipants’ responses became discriminated. Such
patterns suggest that if discrimination is not
explicitly programed by presenting stimuli
other than the child’s name, RTN may be
acquired under faulty stimulus control.
The reduced trials-to-mastery in the current

study may have resulted from the treatment
conditions that we chose and the order in
which we tested them. We based our six treat-
ment conditions only on those components
that were associated with some degree of suc-
cess in Conine et al. (2019) (e.g., increasing
reinforcer magnitude, interrupting access to
competing reinforcers, differential reinforce-
ment of unprompted RTN), and avoided treat-
ment components that were not effective in
that previous study (e.g., introducing new
prompt-fading strategies). We also assessed
preferences for both foods and toys before

treatment, and made preferred social interac-
tions available contingent on RTN. It was
often necessary to change reinforcers before
RTN was mastered in previous research
(Conine et al., 2019; Cook et al., 2017; Rapp
et al. 2019), and a thorough assessment of
potential reinforcers at the start of the study
may therefore have allowed us to avoid the
need for such modifications with some partici-
pants in this study.
Despite this overall increase in treatment

efficiency, the initial introduction of treatment
(i.e., Phase 2) was not associated with an
immediate increase in RTN for all participants.
No singular treatment condition was effective
with all participants; to the contrary, immediate
treatment effects were only seen with one par-
ticipant (Felicity, Figure 4). This is an impor-
tant limitation of the current study and the
treatment model used here. This limitation is
reflected in the fact that the implicit multiple
baseline design in Figures 4 and 5 does not
show experimental control, and experimental
control is only demonstrated by the mul-
tielement design arranged between RTN and
RTO. To further improve the efficacy and effi-
ciency of RTN intervention, it remains neces-
sary to identify a means of introducing a
treatment condition that produces immediate
effects for most or all children with ASD.
To this end, we investigated whether the

social condition could be used as a screening to
predict the optimal treatment condition on an
individual basis, and thereby further reduce
total treatment trials in the future. The social
condition was initially proposed in Conine
et al. (2019) as a naturalistic condition that
mirrors the real-world contingencies for RTN;
however, it was not tested as such. If the social
condition truly reflects natural contingencies
for RTN, at least some children with ASD
should engage in frequent and discriminated
RTN during a baseline that includes those con-
tingencies. This was the case for four children
(Bethany, Daniel, Ned, and Vera) in the

Figure 8
Trials to Criterion across Three Previous Studies and the
Current Study

Note. Each data point depicts trials to criterion for an
individual participant. Horizontal bars depict the mean
trials to criterion in each study.
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current study, whose RTN we characterized as
Type 1. Data from these participants may lend
some ecological validity to the use of the social
condition as an initial baseline. This can be
contrasted with no-consequence (Conine et al.)
or contingent praise (Cook et al., 2017; Rapp
et al., 2019) baselines from previous studies,
which have shown downward or upward trends
in baseline, respectively. Among the children
who did not master RTN in baseline, we
observed three other RTN patterns: low but
discriminated (Type 2), undiscriminated (Type
3), and low to zero (Type 4). Some preliminary
suggestions can be made regarding the treat-
ments that were associated with mastery for
each of these screening types.
For participants with Type 2 RTN

(Beckham and Felicity), differential reinforce-
ment without prompts was sufficient for RTN
to reach mastery criteria. One way to interpret
this finding may be that RTN was a perfor-
mance deficit rather than a skill deficit for these
children (e.g., Duhon et al., 2003; Noell et al.,
2001). That is, discriminated RTN was in the
behavioral repertoires of these children, but it
did not occur frequently. Obtaining treatment
effects without prompts represents a clinically
important outcome. If prompts are never intro-
duced, there is no risk of developing prompt
dependency (e.g., Cividini-Motta & Ahearn,
2013; Karsten & Carr, 2009; Oppenheimer
et al., 1993), nor do prompts need to be faded.
Of note, increased reinforcer magnitude was
needed for Beckham, but not for Felicity.
Thus, it may be most efficient in future appli-
cations to use such large reinforcer magnitudes
with children with Type 2 RTN from the out-
set of treatment if the overall goal is to produce
treatment effects as quickly as possible. Of
course, this larger magnitude constitutes
another component to remove, and the relative
merits of starting with either large or small
reinforcer magnitudes may be worth investiga-
tion in future research and consideration by
practicing behavior analysts.

In keeping with the conceptual framework
mentioned above, Type 3 RTN may represent
a skill deficit rather than a performance deficit;
the target behavior (looking at the therapist) is
in the repertoire but is not under appropriate
stimulus control. However, we only identified
one participant (Jackson) whose RTN was
characterized as Type 3, and he left the study
before finishing treatment. Thus, it is not pos-
sible to make suggestions regarding the most
efficient treatment approach for children dis-
playing this RTN pattern. Differential rein-
forcement at a high magnitude appeared to be
initially effective for Jackson, but additional
research is necessary.
For the six children (Chloe, Kayla, Lucas,

Lucian, Lydia, and Salvador) whose RTN was
characterized as Type 4, low-to-zero RTN and
RTO made it difficult, even impossible, to cal-
culate a DI in screening. Thus, it is also diffi-
cult to interpret whether the absence of RTN
during screening may be thought of as a perfor-
mance deficit or skill deficit for such children.
Moreover, a variety of treatments were effective
with these children: T2+ for two (Chloe and
Salvador), T3 for one (Lydia), and T4 for three
(Kayla, Lucas, and Lucian; Table 1).
All children with Type 4 RTN required, at a

minimum, prompts and large reinforcer magni-
tudes before RTN was mastered. Thus, it may
be advisable to start treatment with T2+ for
children with Type 4 RTN in the future.
Starting with T3 for Type 4 children may also
be advisable, given that differential reinforce-
ment of unprompted responses is often rec-
ommended for teaching new skills to children
with ASD (Grow & LeBlanc, 2013; Vladescu &
Kodak, 2010). However, starting with T4 may
not align with ethical imperatives to implement
the least-intrusive treatment necessary to obtain
therapeutic outcomes (Behavior Analyst Certifi-
cation Board, 2014), because T4 includes ele-
ments of blocking, which likely has aversive
properties (e.g., Hagopian & Adelinis, 2001;
Lerman & Iwata, 1996; Smith et al., 1999).
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Given the variable treatment outcomes among
this group of participants, future research is
needed to further predict treatment effective-
ness for Type 4 RTN.
Overall, the screening types identified in

Phase 1 may be useful in future practice for
bypassing treatment conditions that are likely
to be ineffective for individual children, reduc-
ing the total trials to mastery. However,
whether actual use of the screening in this pre-
dictive manner is effective requires future
research. Sequence or practice effects could
have played a role in the effectiveness of various
treatment conditions in Phase 2. For example,
it may be that T3 would not have been effec-
tive without prior exposure to T1 or T2. More-
over, using the screening to choose a treatment
according to the above suggestions may entail
implementing a treatment condition that was
not evaluated with all participants of that
screening type in the current study. For exam-
ple, Felicity (Type 2) mastered RTN during
T1; it is unclear whether starting with T1+ as
recommended above would yield similar
results. Future research is needed to evaluate
practical use of the screening-to-treatment
model proposed above.
The screening types observed in this study

(Table 1) should not be taken as a prevalence
estimate of these patterns of RTN among chil-
dren with ASD. Most children (8 of 13) were
recruited due to reported deficits in RTN.
Thus, it should not be surprising that we
obtained the greatest proportion of Type
4 screening outcomes, as these cases are likely
to be the most salient to BCBAs and caregivers
as needing intervention. Future studies could
recruit all eligible children with ASD or include
typically developing children as well, in order
to characterize the prevalence of these four
RTN patterns among children with and
without ASD.
Six children completed Phase 3, which

focused on extending the generality of treat-
ment effects in a more efficient manner. We

probed generalization across locations, people,
and distance all at once, permitting fewer probe
sessions to be conducted than in Conine et al.
(2019). We also conducted terminal probes
periodically throughout component removal
and schedule thinning. This terminal probe
strategy was highly efficient for some partici-
pants (Felicity, Beckham and Chloe), allowing
us to bypass steps in component removal and
in the transfer of treatment. However, this
approach was less efficient with other partici-
pants (Kayla, Lucian, and Lydia), who initially
required more intensive treatments in Phase
2. For these participants, we were unable to
maintain mastery-level RTN when the inter-
ruption component of T4 was removed,
although we were able to thin the schedule of
tangible reinforcement under such conditions.
This suggests that for these participants, the
interruption procedure may have been a greater
contributor to treatment effects than the tangi-
ble reinforcers. Future research should pursue
additional strategies for removing this treatment
component, or for achieving treatment effects
without it.
We probed for generalization in Phase

3 using a VR6 schedule (i.e., one tangible rein-
forcer per session), given data from Conine
et al. (2019) suggesting that maintenance in
the absence of tangible reinforcers is unlikely to
occur shortly after intervention (see Cook
et al., 2017 and Rapp et al., 2019 for contra-
sting findings). However, Bethany and
Beckham participated in Conine et al. and the
current study, and both participants started the
current study approximately 18 months after
completing the previous one. RTN did not
maintain at mastery levels in Conine et al. for
either Bethany or Beckham when tangible rein-
forcers were completely withdrawn. For
Beckham, RTN at the start of the current study
occurred at similar percentages as during the
social reversal in Conine et al. By contrast,
Bethany mastered RTN in Phase 1 of this
study, which marks an improvement from the
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social reversal conducted at the end of the prior
study. Anecdotally, at the end of the prior
study, Bethany and Beckham’s treatment teams
were asked to continue a maintenance treat-
ment plan for RTN using a VR10 or VR6
schedule (for Bethany and Beckham, respec-
tively), and to try thinning this schedule further
over time. However, data were not collected on
treatment fidelity after mastery or any further
schedule thinning that was conducted with
these participants by clinic staff in the gap
between the two studies. Thus, future research
is needed to evaluate variables and strategies
that lead to long-term maintenance of RTN for
some individuals (e.g., Bethany) and not for
others (e.g., Beckham).
One limitation of the current study is that

the terminal probes in Phase 3 tested for two
changes at once: generalization that occurred as
a result of treatment, and the introduction of a
VR6 reinforcement schedule to the generaliza-
tion setting. Treatment effects may have been
possible with some participants if we had
started treatment at this terminal goal: a VR6
reinforcement schedule in the generalization
setting. Thus, one alternative approach for
future research might be to start treatment in
natural settings rather than a session room, at
leaner schedules than FR1, or both. A related
limitation is that Conine et al. (2019)
suggested evaluating higher preferred social
interactions (e.g., tickles, praise) as reinforcers
for RTN before the introduction of tangible
reinforcers. The current study took an alterna-
tive approach by starting treatment with a
larger variety or magnitude of tangible rein-
forcers combined with the availability of social
interactions, because the overall goal of this
study was producing treatment effects as rap-
idly as possible (Figure 8). Tangible reinforcers
were subsequently thinned during Phase 3 to
produce a more socially valid treatment. An
alternative approach that remains important to
study is whether, for some children with ASD,
treatment effects can be obtained by using

highly preferred social interactions and not tan-
gible items (Conine et al., 2019). To this end,
a preference assessment that compares social,
leisure, and edible reinforcers to one another at
the outset of treatment may be useful (for dis-
cussion see: Conine & Vollmer, 2019, Mor-
ris & Vollmer, 2020). These divergent
approaches (i.e., producing rapid treatment
effects versus producing effects with the least
intrusive intervention) are both important to
take into consideration in future research
on RTN.
Another major limitation of this study is that

treatment effects were not extended to care-
givers. Future studies should evaluate generali-
zation to parents and other caregivers, conduct
caregiver training, or consider training care-
givers as the interventionists from the outset of
treatment. Social validity measures were also
not collected and remain important for future
research. Various stakeholders (e.g., caregivers,
teachers, peers) could be asked to evaluate the
social importance and acceptability of the goals,
procedures, and outcomes of RTN treatment
(Wolf, 1978).
Finally, the broader social validity of inter-

ventions for RTN merits further research. For
example, our mastery criteria were based on
precedents established by previous studies, but
the empirical data on which these criteria are
based are currently limited (e.g., Beaulieu et al.,
2012). This is true of both the percentage and
the topography of RTN. As in previous studies,
we targeted looking at the experimenter, but
other topographies of RTN may be equally
valid (e.g., saying “hi” but not looking at the
speaker). Thus, future research could subject
various mastery criteria for RTN to social vali-
dation by using formal surveys or by con-
ducting descriptive analyses of RTN in children
with and without ASD. Future studies could
also collect data to test the notion that RTN is
a developmental milestone and a behavioral
cusp (e.g., Gerber et al., 2010; Miller et al.,
2017). For example, future studies could
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evaluate whether increases in RTN are associ-
ated with increases in social skills, instruction-
following, responses to safety instructions, or
rates of learning in early intervention programs
for children with ASD (e.g., Beaulieu et al.,
2012; Kraus et al., 2012).
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